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Abstract: With lots of information getting generated every day, document summarization is becoming essential. Instead of having to go through the entire text, it is convenient to understand the text fast and easily by a relevant summary. [1] Text summarization is the procedure of automatically making a shorter version of one or more text documents. It is a significant method of detection related material in huge text libraries or in the Internet [2]. It is also important to extract the information is such a manner that the content would be of interest of the user. This paper covers various techniques that are used for relevant content summarization.
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1. Introduction

Text summarization is gaining much significance currently. One reason for this is, recently due to the enormous growth in material, requirement for involuntary text summarization has enlarged. It is very difficult for human beings to manually précis big documents of text. There is a profusion of text material available on the internet. However, usually the Internet offers more material than is required. Therefore, a twofold problem is encountered: examining for relevant documents through a crushing amount of documents existing, and absorbing a large quantity of relevant information [3]. The aim of involuntary text summarization is reducing the source text into a shorter form preserving its information content and overall meaning. With a big volume of documents, giving the operator with a summary of each document greatly facilitates the job of finding the relevant and desired documents. The main goal of a summary is to present the key concepts in a document in less space. If altogether sentences in a text document were of equivalent significance, creating a summary would not be very effective, as any decrease in the dimension of a document would carry a relational decrement in its informativeness. Luckily, information content in a document looks in gusts, and single can therefore differentiate between more and less informative segments. Identifying the helpful and relevant segments at the cost of the rest is the main challenge in summarization. A variety of document summarization methods have been established newly. The paper [4] reviews research on automatic summarizing over the last decade. This paper appraisals striking notions and developments, and pursues to measure the state-of-the-art for this interesting natural language processing (NLP) task. The appraisal displays that some useful summarizing for various dedications can already be done but also, not amazingly, that there is an enormous amount more to do. Sentence based extractive summarization methods are usually used in involuntary summarization to yield extractive summaries. Systems for extractive summarization are usually based on method for sentence extraction, and attempt to identify the set of sentences that have greatest meaning for the general understanding of a given document.

In this study, we have encountered various techniques for sentence based extractive summarization, various similarity measures and their comparisons.

2. Literature Survey

2.1 Feature for Extractive Text Summarization

2.1.1 Content word / Keyword feature:
Keywords or content words [8][9][10] are principally nouns and determined using Tf-Idf measure. Sentences having keywords have a lot of probabilities to be concerned in outline. Another keyword extraction technique is given below, having 3 categories:

1) Morphological Analysis
2) phrase Extraction and rating
3) phrase bunch and rating

2.1.2. Title word feature:
Sentences having words that seem within the title also are suggestive for understanding the essence of the document. These sentences are having a lot of probabilities for obtaining enclosed in outline.

2.1.3. Sentence location feature
Generally, 1st and last sentence of first and last paragraph of a text document are a lot of vital and have high likelihood to be enclosed in outline.

2.1.4. Sentence Length feature
Very massive and really little sentences are typically not concerned in outline.

2.1.5. Proper Noun Feature
Proper noun is name of someone, place and construct etc. Sentences having relevant nouns have larger probabilities for obtaining enclosed in outline.

2.1.6. Upper-case Word Feature
Sentences having acronyms or correct names are enclosed.

2.1.7. Cue-Phrase Feature
Sentences that contain phrases that signifies some signals as an example “in conclusion”, “this letter”, “this report”,...
2.1.8. Biased Word Feature
If a word that's gift in a very sentence is from biased glossary, then that sentence is of larger significance and vital. Biased glossary is antecedently outlined and will have domain specific words.

2.1.9. Font based feature
Sentences having words trying in majuscule, bold, italics or Underlined fonts are typically a lot of vital.

2.1.10. Pronouns
Words like –he, she, they” don't seem to be enclosed within the document outline unless they're reworked into individual nouns.

2.1.11. Sentence-to-Sentence Cohesion:
For every sentence s the similarity between s and every alternative sentence s' of the document is calculated. Then those likeness values are escalated, getting the raw worth of this feature for s. the method is frequent for each sentences.

2.1.12. Sentence-to-Centroid Cohesion:
For each sentences vector is computed that signifies the center of mass or centroid of the document. It is the arithmetic average over the consistent coordinate worth of all the sentences of the document; then the similarity between the centroid and every sentence is calculated to realize the raw value of the options for every sentence.

2.1.13. Occurrence of non-essential information:
Some words indicate non-essential data. These words or speech pointers like –because”, –rathermore”, and –overtheless” etc. These words typically occur at the beginning of a sentence. This is often likewise a binary feature, assigning worth –true” if the sentence contains a minimum of one in every of these markers, and –false” otherwise.

2.2 Extractive Summarization Methods
Extractive summarizer aims at choosing out the foremost relevant sentences within the document whereas conjointly maintaining a reduced redundancy within the outline.

2.2.1. Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TFIDF) approach
Bag-of-words model is made at sentence level, with the traditional biased term-frequency and opposite sentence frequency paradigm, wherever sentence-frequency is that the range of sentences within the document that have that term. These sentence vectors area unit then scored by similarity to the question and therefore the most marking sentences area unit designated to be a part of the outline. to get a generic outline, continuous-words that occur most frequently within the document(s) is also taken as the question words. Since these words represent the theme of the document, they manufacture generic summaries. Term frequency is typically zero or one for sentences—since unremarkably the equal content-word doesn't appear again and again in a very given sentence. If users produce question words the approach they produce for data retrieval, rest the question primarily based outline generation would become generic summarization.

2.2.2. Clustering Based Approach
Documents area unit usually written specified they address totally different topics one when the opposite in associate degree organized vogue. they're sometimes uneven expressly or implicitly into sections. Documents area unit portrayed mismanagement term frequency inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) of various words. Term frequency employed in this context is that the average range of existences (per document) over the cluster. IDF price is computed supported the whole corpus. The summarizer takes antecedently clustered documents as input. every cluster is measured an issue. The theme is portrayed by words with high ranking term frequency, inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) scores in this cluster. Sentence choice is predicated on similarity of the sentences to the theme of the cluster Ci. The subsequent issue that's thought-about for sentence choice is that the location of the sentence within the document (Li).

2.2.3. Machine Learning Approach
Given a group of documents and their extractive summaries, the summarization method is displayed as a classification problem: sentences area unit classified as outline sentences and non-summary sentences supported the options that they maintain. The classification likelihood is that learnt statistically from the obtained information, using Bayes’ rule:

\[
P (s|S, F1, F2, ..., FN) = \frac{P (F1, F2, ..., FN | s) \cdot P (s|S)}{\sum_{s' \in S} P (F1, F2, ..., FN | s')}\]

where s may be a sentence when the document assortment, F1,F2…FN area unit options employed in classification. S is that the outline to be generated, and P (s|S, F1, F2, ..., FN) is that the chance that sentence s are chosen to create the outline on condition that it possesses options F1,F2…FN.

2.2.4. Graphical Approach:
As seen within the previous strategies, the primary step concerned within the method of summarizing one or a lot of documents is recognizing the problems or topics addressed within the document. Graphical illustration of passages delivers a technique of identification of those themes. When the common preprocessing steps, namely, stop word elimination and stemming, sentences within the documents area unit portrayed as nodes in associate degree less graph. There’s a node for every sentence. 2 sentences area unit joined with a footing if the 2 sentences share some common words, or in more words, their (cosine, or such) likeness is higher than some threshold. This illustration yields 2 results: The partitions restricted within the graph (that is those sub-graphs that area unit unconnected to the opposite sub-graphs), type distinct topics encircled within the documents. this allows a alternative of coverage within the outline. For query-specific summaries, sentences is also appointive solely from the relevant sub graph, whereas for generic summaries, representative sentences is also chosen from every of the sub-graphs. The second result made by the graph-theoretic technique is that the identification of the numerous sentences within the document. The nodes with nice cardinality (number of edges connected to it node), area unit the
necessary sentences within the divider, and thus bring higher preference to be enclosed within the outline.

2.3 Sentence Evaluation Methods

The first mention to text summarization sentence evaluation dates back to 1958 [26][27]. As antecedently given, the main focus of those analysis area units are self-addressed by the subsequent question: however will a system fix that sentences are symbolic of the content of a given text? This approach analyzes the options of the sentence itself and was used for the primary time in 1968 [25] examining the presence of cue words in sentences. The most ways that monitor this idea area unit outlined below:

2.3.1. Cue-phrases

In general, the sentences started by "in summary", "in conclusion", "our examination", "the paper describes", and emphasizes like "the best", "the most important", "confering to the study", "meaningfully", "important", "in particular", "hardly", "impossible" as well as domain-precise bonus expressions terms may be sensible pointers of great content of a text document. A better score is appointed to sentences that contain cue words/phrases, mistreatment the formula:

\[ CP = \frac{CPS}{CPD} \]

where,

\[ CP = \text{Cue-phrases score}, \]
\[ CPS = \text{variety of cue-phrases within the sentence}, \]
\[ CPD = \text{Total variety of cue-phrases within the document}. \]

2.3.2. Sentence position

There area unit several approaches that use the sentence position as a score criterion. In reference [28], the primary sentence within the paragraph is taken into account a very important sentence and a troublesome candidate to be comprised within the summary; [29] says that the primary sentences of paragraphs and words in titles and headings area unit additional applicable to summarization; the tactic projected in reference [17] allots score one to the primary N sentences and zero to the others, wherever N may be a given threshold for the amount of sentences. Reference [15] follows constant principle as reference [17] and assume that the primary sentences of a paragraph area unit the foremost important ones. The sentence rankings area unit as follows: the primary sentence in an exceedingly paragraph contains a mark price of 5/5; the second sentence contains a mark 4/5, and so on. Sentences any embedded within the paragraph aren't vital. The most recent approach within the literature [12] exploits 3 position models. The primary assumes that sentences earlier to the beginning and finish of a document area unit additional doubtless to be additional content representative. The second orders solely the highest elements of the text. The last one uses sentences near topic headings to form the outline.

2.3.3. Sentence Similitude to the Title

Sentence likeness to the title is that the vocabulary overlap between this sentence and therefore the document title [15][16][17] [28]. during this case, sentences just like the title and sentences that embody the words within the title area unit thought of vital. A simple way to calculate this score is:

\[ \text{Score} = \frac{Ntw}{T} \]

where,

\[ Ntw = \text{variety of title words in sentence}, \]
\[ T = \text{variety of words in sentence}. \]

3. Conclusion

This survey paper explains about various accounts of extractive summarization. An extractive summary is choice of main sentences from the corresponding documents. The importance of sentences is based on applied statistical and linguistic features of sentences. Many dissimilarities of the extractive approach are tried within the last 10 years. However, it's difficult to mention as to extent is the quality of instructive sophistication, at sentence or text level, contributing to the performance. Without using NLP, the produced outline could bear from deficiency of cohesion and linguistics. If texts containing multiple topics, the created outline won't be balanced. Assigning correct weights of individual options is incredibly crucial and vital as excellence of ultimate outline is dependent there on. We should always devote longer decide feature weights.
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